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With a vision to provide complete end-to-end project-based logistics solutions that start

from financing projects and end with executing the same on a door-to-door basis. Prolog

India is steered by highly experienced professionals with experience more than 20 years

in the field of logistics. 

Our team of motivated professionals also includes in-house dedicated employees who

effectively manage and overlook the day-to-day custom clearance activities at all India's

major air and sea ports. Having established its headquarters in Mumbai, India, the firm

has a highly reliable network of agents, vendors, and partners worldwide that

complement its capabilities. Owing to its focus and desire to cater to customers who

need to move Over Size & Heavy Lift Cargoes from one country to another. 

Prolog India has gained the title of being the most trusted service provider. Our

organisation also caters to customers moving general air & ocean freight on a door-to-

door basis and provides the services for inland transportation in India, ensuring complete

control and reliable delivery of each shipment.
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They will guide you on the various aspects of
importing machinery.

They will help you reduce the overall cost of
the machine by using licences meant for the
same.

If you are looking to import any capital goods or
machinery, our team of experienced
professionals is trained to help you with the
following services-

They will be active participants in the pre-
purchase meetings.

They will help you estimate the total logistics
cost of the plant relocation.

Inputs on dismantling the machines to
minimize the logistics expenditure will also be
provided.

If you are planning to purchase an entire plant
from a different country, our team of experts will
help you plan the entire activity in the following
ways-

PLANT & MACHINERY

They will help you lay out an estimation of the
total expenses that will be incurred for
importing machines to your factory.

To minimize the custom duty, they will give
inputs on the various licences available.

If your requirement involves importing machinery
to your factory and you are not sure about how
much it would cost you to do the same, our team
will help you create an estimate for the expenses-

IEC
Advance Authorization
EPCG
EOU
SEZ
Project Registration
Preferential Duty Benefit
MEIS
RoDTEP.

If you require help with registering for licences, our
team has got you covered in the following areas-

Project Planning & Expediting

They will draft a proper plan of action for all the parties involved and
monitor and coordinate closely with them to expedite the project's
completion.

They will actively partake in all the pre & post-purchase meetings and
ensure all documentation work is completed in time to avoid detention
and demurrages.

We understand that the time involved in the completion of the project is
directly proportional to the project's cost. Hence our team of experts will
help you in project planning and ensuring the same is completed within
the stipulated time. This will be achieved by ensuring the following-

Logistics Consultation Logistics Estimation

Plant Relocations License Registrations
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